How Yellow is Manchester by Sheridan, Dougal et al.
Yellow is the Colour of Cities
Building Initiative uses the concept of ‘Yellow
Space’ as a metaphor for shared social space
within the public domain. These spaces are
crucial for cities as urban life depends on
sharing. Those who share the facilities of the
city directly benefit from the pooling of
resources.
This is not always straightforward, as
individuals and groups have different priorities.
However, there are many things that can only
be done by a continual negotiation of these
differences. This is the nature of cities.
Cities offer us a huge range of shared ‘public
goods’. Streets, squares, and parks are the
spatial basis of social life in our
neighbourhoods. But apart from spaces, there
are utilities such as water, electricity,
communication technologies, and human
services such as healthcare, security, and
entertainment.
We string together the different parts of our
lives along these infrastructural paths. We
agree to maintain and develop them because
they benefit everyone, and because they
provide services and opportunities that often
could not be provided in any other way. So we
could say that if cities had a colour, that colour
would be Yellow.
Current Decline of Yellow Space
If we can say that cities are yellow, we would
also have to admit that in many ways cities
everywhere are getting less yellow. Universal
access to spaces and services is now
increasingly restricted. This is often the case in
the new spaces of the city, and the new types
of services, infrastructures, and technologies
that are made available there.
Many people command better quality and
higher specification, and are willing to pay for
it. Customised services, premium buildings and
developments, and cutting-edge
infrastructures are designed for and marketed
to demanding business interests and specific
socio-economic groups. These features tend to
accumulate in the same new and regenerated
commercial and residential districts of our
cities. However, these areas are very often
subtly – or sometimes very explicitly –
separate.
Public services are no longer monopolies.
Transport, health, schools, water, electricity,
communication technologies, but also public
space, urban development, and new
infrastructure are increasingly privatised or
market-led. In most cases the balance-sheet
benefits from the efficiencies of private-sector
management. However it also often removes
How Yellow is Manchester?
All around the world, yellow is used as a sign for useful things, shared objects,
and public goods. Yellow can be understood as the colour of consensus, utility,
and universal access. It denotes what could be called an ‘active neutrality’ – a
common ground created through usefulness.
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Building Initiative
Building Initiative started in 2004 as a group of
architects, urbanists and artists based at the School
of Art & Design at the University of Ulster in
Belfast. The group’s core interest is the relationship
of building to social space, and the possibilities
that this can release for urban life. The group did
extensive research into the specific urban situation
in Belfast, analysing the city’s development since
the peace process. Building Initiative uses
communicative actions, workshops and the Yellow
Press as a way of engaging with the public.
Their work about Belfast was presented in 2006 at
‘Belfast Exposed Gallery’ and as part of ‘Talking
Cities’ exhibition at ‘Entry 2006’ in Essen, Germany.
Since then, some group members moved away from
Belfast and the group has been extended. Today,
their members are based in Belfast, Berlin, Cork,
London, and Zurich. At present, members of
Building Initiative are involved in a participatory
design project for a community centre known as
Woodvale HUB located in Belfast. Building
Initiative was invited to CUBE to present their
research on Belfast and to realize some newly
commissioned research on Manchester city’s recent
urban development.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Yellowpress is part of How Yellow is Manchester?
An exhibition at CUBE (the centre for the urban
built environment)
Pick up your free copies of Yellowpress Issue 4 daily
at St Peters Square, CUBE, Portland St and URBIS,
Catherdral Gardens, Manchester.
Exhibtion runs – 17th October-20th December
2008 at CUBE 113-115 Portland Street, Manchester
M1 6DW.
Gallery opening times 12-5.30pm Monday-Friday
Saturday 12-5pm for general enquiries please
contact info@cube.org.uk or call 0161 237 5525
Free entry to all exhibitions.
With thanks to Laura Drane (Manchester Science
Festival), Peter Fell (Manchester City South
Partnership), David Haley (MYRIAD), John Robb,
John Sampson (URBED) and Pollyanna Clayton
Stamm (URBIS).
the cross-subsidies involved in providing for
the ‘public good’, ‘common interest’, or
‘social overhead capital’.
The potential consequence is the break-up of
many of the social and infrastructural
continuities of the city. Some districts and
people are literally by-passed by
improvements. Streets are disconnected and
the grid of city streets is eroded.
Alternatives and Initiatives
In many places, citizens are developing new
strategies to overcome these new challenges.
In the context of reduced control by the
state, they are taking the initiative. Through
social, cultural, and economic work, people
are building new ‘communities of interest’
that go beyond the boundaries of their
nominal identity.
Citizens are not just the passive inhabitants
of the city. They are also actors in the whole
range of institutions in a city. Their initiatives
in cities include securing public spaces for
universal use, opening up information
technologies for wider access, providing
different types of buildings responsive to
different needs, and planning new areas of
the city as inclusive and integrated districts.
What they have in common is a type of ‘civil
enterprise’ which generates more power
collectively than each could individually.
Planners are catching up with the idea that
planning can be ‘bottom-up’ as well as ‘top-
down’. People can invent their own practices
of ‘insurgent citizenship’, coming together in
new ways, for new reasons, and with new
results. Citizens can transcend the urban
patchwork of differences, and give shape to
their own Yellow City.
How Yellow is Manchester?
Since the late 1980s Manchester has
focussed on strategies of market-led and
culturally orientated development.
Manchester’s industrial heritage has been
successfully interpreted and used as a basis
for a new image of the city. The city centre
has changed into a lively place, dominated by
retail and entertainment facilities. New and
outstanding residential and office
developments (some of them making use of
former industrial buildings) characterize
Manchester’s approach towards the future.
At the same time, social exclusion and
poverty are still acute problems. Derelict and
abandoned high-rise and terraced housing
beyond the city centre indicate these
unresolved problems of spatial and social
marginalization.
Building Initiative has explored its concept of
Yellow Space to the Manchester context,
specifically looking at social space,
accessibility, the role of urban design and the
treatment of public space. We focused
critically on the material outcome of recent
planning and building in the context of the
city’s development strategies, strategies that
Citizens are not just the
passive inhabitants of the
city.
1. Hulme Community Garden
2. Princess Road
3. Hidden meeting place along the canal
4. Advertisement left over from the property boom
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YellowPress*
*A term applied to newspapers (or their writers) of
recklessly or unscrupulously sensational character.
Originates from a picture in the New York World,
1895, with the central figure in yellow dress.
attempted to overcome the negative legacies
of the city’s industrial past through the
development of a city fit for the 21st century.
Building Initiative uses a ‘phenomenological’
approach and attempts to get people involved.
The exhibition space is understood as a place
of collected information, but the real issue is
the city itself. Thus, the aim is to encourage
people to go into their city and look at it in a
different way. Building Initiative wants to
propose a critical interpretation of what is
happening.
Yellow Trail Manchester
One aspect of communicating the new
qualities of the city is through thematic
walking trails that convey images of the city,
that mirror the city’s identity. Tourist and
heritage trails within the inner city, for
example, have to some extent been made
possible by the transformation of the city
centre under the current planning agenda.
Some trails examine areas along former
industrial infrastructures such as canals and
railways, which are promoted as places for
intensive regeneration. By contrast, other trails
use more critical concepts of walking, as mainly
conceived by artists in the legacy of Dadaism
and the Situationist International, try to open
the walkers’ view on the city in non-
commercial and playful ways, communicating
spatial and atmospheric qualities beyond the
agenda of established and commercially
orientated planning.
Building Initiative took the current boom of
walks as a methodological starting point. A
selection of walks were mapped to learn about
the forms of representations of Manchester.
Afterwards, Building Initiative walked the city
with a certain focus on non-represented areas
encircling the city centre. Based on this
experience, Yellow Trail was created, a critical
walking trail that searches for the social
potential of spaces beyond fixed images and
concepts.
The Yellow Trail is not intended to present a
fixed narrative of places and stories; rather it is
a tool that helps in the perception of potentials
and deficits in Manchester’s current
development, as well as in the legacy of its
built structures. The trail tries to encourage
people to explore the role of the built
environment in enabling and constructing
different forms of social life. Through critical
perception at specific locations, the trail aims
to encourage the viewer to think about
alternative strategies of planning culture.
... the aim is to encourage people to
go into their city and look at it in a
different way.
1. Car park and new apartments, Salford
2. Living along the canal, Timberwharf
3. On Tour with John Robb
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Walks and trails in Manchester 

Piccadilly Gardens T10
Piccadilly Gardens is one of Manchester
city’s lively public squares. Curved lines
and ways link the surrounding shopping
areas. A long wall-like concrete building
separates the functional zone of public
vehicles from the designed zone of leisure
and greenery. Can you find a single spot
devoid of any signification?
Station Approach V10
Gateway House marks the impressive and
unique entrance situation to the city of
Manchester for travellers arriving at
Piccadilly Station. The undulating
building displays people’s movement into
urban scale. But its openness and
accessibility on the ground floor is quite
low and the beautiful balcony lies idle.
Apart from coffee bars and kiosks, what
would you like to find there?
Britannia Hotel T10
A recess in a large scale urban block, the
Hotel Britannia, located on the corner of
two streets, houses a sandwich bar that is
highly frequented during the day. A
minimal space that by its appropriation
turns an ordinary street corner into an
interactive place adding to the street-life.
Hot Spur Press Building R13
An almost empty building with a strong
memory of Mancunian subversive and
creative activities of the 1980s and 90s.
Dilapidated artists’ studios share a similar
destiny with many other creative hotspots
throughout the world. Who is going to
support this?
Parkway Gate Student
Accommodation R14
A recently finished development for
student accommodation close to the
Mancunian way. A highly standardized
and repetitive character of student living
is expressed, with no variation and
allowance of appropriation. The
interaction of young students with
different cultural backgrounds and the
exchange of ideas have not been taken
into account. The potential of a new
phase in ones’ life could be echoed in a
spatially diverse and communicative
environment. How could you transform
this concept of student living?
Timber Wharf L13
A woman is sitting and reading in the
gated greenery behind her apartment
block. The quiet residential building is
within walking distance to the city centre.
The superbly designed greenery is
enriched with colourful spots of modern
design. You will never feel alone.
Barrack Street L14
In-between these two terraces, there is a
very broad alleyway. Its slightly
trapezoidal layout, the antique street
lamps and the old pavement define a
unique spatial character in contrast to the
other side of the terrace. A promising
space for initiatives by developers or
residents likewise!
Hulme Housing Q14
Housing development from the 1930s
loaded with local history and in direct
proximity to Mancunian Way. This is an
example of a community garden, initiated
by neighbours, that secretly transforms
into urban wilderness.
Homes for Change Q17
The inner courtyard of Homes for
Change, a showcase of cooperative living
in Hulme. Shared openness, semi-private
zones and a complex stacking of housing
types characterizes the interior of the
block. The private zones seem to flourish,
but some shop spaces and the theatre
space lie idle.
Greenquarter S5
“Greenquarter is a vibrant, new, self
contained district set on the northern
edge of Manchester’s city centre, just a
short walk from Victoria Station. Are you
addicted to city living, yet yearn for more
than a splash of greenery? Do you enjoy
the buzz of the urban social whirl and the
spark of metropolitan business, but would
relish having a haven to escape to?”
www.crosbylendlease.co.uk/greenquarter
Sikh Temple Q5
Close to Strangeways Prison sees the
location of a Sikh community centre and
temple. It combines reuse of industrial
heritage and the creation of religious
spaces. An attitude of openness and
hospitality is expressed by inviting visitors
into the holy spaces.
Mechanics’ Viaduct T6
A number of car mechanics who have
settled in the railway arches expand their
repair activities onto the pavement and
the wide street in front of it. The viaduct
acts as a barrier to the ‘Greenquarter’
between the quarter and the city. Does
the development that emphasizes easy
access for cars bring in new customers for
the mechanics? Will the mechanics
expand onto the other side of the viaduct
due to the run of new customers?
Silk Street M6
Some youngsters using the space behind
their high-rise apartment block for
playing cricket. Mediocre Modernism
almost always failed in creating
qualitative exterior areas, but these
sportsmen show that even a marginal
space like this can be used. How do
temporary activities change the
perception and significance of ordinary
spaces like this?
Brunswick Islamic Centre U15
An old church has been converted into an
Islamic Centre that is next to a BMW sales
station. Without visible friction salesman
and believers co-exist. The BMW island is
connected to the radial routes heading to
Manchester city centre, while the visitors
of the Islamic centre live close by in the
surrounding suburbs of Brunswick.
Though spatially knitted together their
aspirations seem to be at opposite ends, a
crossover of different forms of
globalisation. How could they be related?
Medlock River Walk Z11
A great plan to establish walking and
cycling routes along the river Medlock.
However, the walkway has been
neglected, partly destroyed while nature
overtakes. In certain spots a feeling of
insecurity arises. It seems the walkways
have not yet grown into the everyday
culture of the Mancunians. What other
activities could be attracted to create a
public domain along the river?
Seedley B7
Run down, empty red-brick terraced
houses have been torn down. Their
former outlines on the ground are marked
with small fences. While the inner city is
booming, long rows of poles secure
abandoned meadows, creating the
impression of a war cemetery.
Alleyway Makeover B8
One of the many alleyways in Seedley
that have been put under the current
agenda of gated living. Funded by the
EU, this program gains maximum results
through minimum intervention?
Langworthy Road C7
A brand-new project in Seedley that turns
the established concept of dwelling in a
terraced house upside down. Moreover,
two rows are connected by a garage with
a terrace on top. A completely new,
secure and dense housing project.
How Yellow is...
A sampling of sites, places and buildings, mapped on page 4-5,
documents the process of Manchester’s reinvention. The selected sites
range from ordinary everyday spaces like the mini-shops in the Royal
Exchange and the Hotel Britannia to newly designed spaces like
Piccadilly Gardens and the Calatrava Bridge - from traditional terraces in
Stretford Road to the reinterpretation of the terrace in Langworthy Road
- from new developments like the Greenquarter to self-initiated projects
like the Homes for Change and Hulme Community Garden - from
inactive spaces like demolished areas in Seedley to the in-between space
in Silk Street activated by young Cricket players - from the prescribed
use of student housing in the Parkway Gate accommodation to the
adaptive reuse of the Strangeway Sikh Temple and Brunswick Islamic
centre ... Based on the experience of these spaces Building Initiative
argues that it is crucial to the process of Manchester’s reinvention to
open up paths of initiative for civil enterprise to play a formative role in
the built environment. In this way the production of material space can
be in tune with the production of social space ...
Britannia Mills L13
Narrow path in-between a canal and a
wall. On the left, there is one of the
pioneering first-class redevelopments in
the Castlefield area, providing well-
designed housing. For security reasons
direct access to the canal is not possible.
Residents enjoy a picturesque view onto
an outstanding mix of modernist glass
and steel high-rise buildings and the
serene canal side.
Dawson Street L13
Two well-equipped anglers sitting beside
a canal. They are a good example for the
possibilities for nature-oriented sport and
leisure activities in the city, that are often
underestimated. Find your place in-
between Manchester’s heritage of
infrastructure and its new developments
enjoy a glance into the future.
Stretford Road N16
Two children play ball in the street. One
of the many examples of street design in
Hulme’s residential areas that was realised
in the 1990s. The spatial layout is
understood by the children as an
unpretentious possibility for playing just
in front of their house door.
Epping Street S16
A quiet housing area near the city centre
with views towards Manchester’s skyline.
The bustle of the centre is near but seems
very far away. Are these streets too wide?
Hulme Community Garden Q17
Hulme Community Garden does not only
sell vegetables and plants, but does
events and courses for everybody
interested. Non-commercial gardening
projects like this foster ecological
consciousness and individual activities.
They act as a hub for neighbouring
gardeners and turn derelict land into
agricultural, active and shared space.
Salford Housing L6
A house in one of Salford’s cul-de-sac
residential areas where the architecture is
free of any modernist fanciness. The
residents enjoy direct access to some
cultivated greenery in front of the
building. Did anybody ever use that
door?
Bridgewater Street N5
The grand gesture of the rhythm of high-
rise residential buildings and the order of
the regulated river creates the perfect
opportunity for intervention. A sole angler
enjoys the place’s quietness and breadth.
Blackfriars Street Q8
Mind the River Irwell, lying low and dark
in its riverbed, as a foil for Manchester’s
success in business, which can be read in
the uncompromising façades that frame
the river. Is there an idea for public access
to the river, beyond the lost walkway? Is
there a need for turning the riverside into
a qualitative, public and shared space?
Calatrava Bridge P9
Star architect Santiago Calatrava designed
this sleekly pedestrian bridge that
connects Manchester’s city centre with
Salford. Its futuristic dynamics symbolize
Manchester’s ambition in the early 21st
century. Unfortunately, on both banks the
bridge connects to undecided spaces.
Portland Street S11
Manchester’s city centre is marked by
many structures and buildings that
occupy whole blocks. Small-scale lots like
these are rare, but they offer unique
possibilities. Are they old-fashioned,
semi-urban and picturesque places that
may be listed? Are these structures able
to inform current planning?
Royal Exchange R9
A palatial architecture with a series of
small shops, occupying minimal spaces.
The Royal Exchange addresses the street
and offers great diversity and possibilities
for exchange. Next to a jewellery shop
there is a newspaper stand that uses the
façade and the pavement to unfold a
larger surface for its display.
Strangeways Shopping S3
An alternative shopping street in
Strangeways? Derby street, situated
north of the prison appears deserted but
numerous cars and signs prove internal
live. Is there more beneath the surface
than what meets the eye?
Ardwick Sports Field Y13
Next to the railway viaduct a football club
with a series of playgrounds makes use of
the gaps within the industrial zone. How
could this patchwork, the coexistence of
commercial zone, leisure activities and
housing be less random?
Afflecks Palace T9
A vibrant collection of initiatives under
the one roof where the sum of the whole
is greater than the individual parts.
However the connection to the street is
non-existant with windows blocked at
ground level, a perfect opportunity for
small traders to access the high street.
Exchange Square R8
Exchange Square seems overloaded with
design elements. There is almost no free
space that would allow any form of
appropriation of temporary use. The two
famous old pubs nearby were relocated a
few years ago to create a clearly
separated space and marketable image of
tradition within the modern city centre.
University Passage T15
A 1970 campus development with
separated layers. Cars are at street level
while the pedestrian ways are elevated.
Already outdated and ready to be taken
down? Or a chance to re-visit, to re-
adapt, to re-interpret this pattern
and connect it to contemporary patterns
of use?
New Islington X9
The old hospital is covered with a mask
carrying the message of the
New Islington development. Design your
own loft space? But indeed the question
is how could a citizen-led urban
regeneration process be marketed?
?
Please comment on the sites above or suggest
a new site that needs to be included and send
it to Building Initiative @ Cube Gallery
gallery@cube.org.uk
Cube Gallery
113-115 Portland Street.
Manchester M1 6DW
Manchester inTransition
This ‘zone in transition’
surrounds the city centre,
just outside the ring road
formed by the Mancunian
Way on the south and
Trinity Way on the north. It
is an area of profound and
sometimes extreme change
in terms of population,
land-use, and building type.
While some of this
development is taking place
on land that was formerly
under-used or dis-used,
much of it does little to
remedy some of the
persistent problems of the
area.
In such places there is often
poor access to local parks,
and poor-quality walking
and cycling routes. More
generally, there is a lack of
activity and public life in the
streets and spaces of these
neighbourhoods. Crossing
canals, railways, and roads
sometimes makes it difficult
to find your way around.
What sort of places are
being made? Will anybody
want to stay there? Will
they just want to move on
and out? Could it be that
Manchester looks a little
like this diagram, with
various concentric zones,
and more affluent
‘segments’ such as the
University (right) and
Salford Quays (left)?
We’ve put together Yellow
Trail, a new walking trail
through the city to help
think about these questions.
You can take this trail on
your own, you can join us
for a guided tour on
Saturday 18th October at
10am, or you can simply
visit our presentation at
CUBE gallery and see what
we found on our way.
Things to think about on your way around:
Who is here, and where are they going?
Who lives and who works here?
Where is the local shop and what’s the way to the park?
What is the relationship between buildings and street like?
Does it feel safe here, and why do you think so?
What is the relationship of spaces to the buildings around
them?
What attracts your attention, and in which direction would
you prefer to go from here?
What is missing, and what could the future look like?
In recent years it has been the edges of the city centre that have changed most, more
than any other part of Manchester. What is happening here? Why is it happening here
and not elsewhere? What sort of city will this leave us with?
Question: Is this obsolete theory
relevant to Manchester?
Concentric Zone Theory
A theory developed in 1920’s Chicago. The ‘zone in
transition’ surrounds the city centre, and is the most
deprived area of the city. Each additional ‘zone’ or ring is
progressively less deprived (i.e. more affluent). Often the
boundaries of these rings are formed by major infrastructure
or other obstacles, for example major roads, railways, or
canals. Processes of ‘invasion and succession’ take place
whereby people arriving in the city settle firstly in the ‘zone
in transition’ before moving out later as others arrive in the
city to take their place.
www.buildinginitiative.org
info@buildinginitiative.org
fig1. School of Chicago 1920
clearly defined ‘zone in
transition’ around the City
Centre
fig2 Building Initiative 2008 questioning
the relation between centre and ‘zone
of transition’
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1. Looking from the ‘zone in transition’ towards Manchester new
skyline
2. Demolition works within ‘zone of transition’
3. Reinvention of Manchester through generic building types?
